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3-D  VISUAL OVERLAY MODELING USING GOOGLE EARTH, ARCMAP AND PHOTOSHOP SOFTWARE. 

The purpose of the guideline is to demonstrate an easy, fast, and inexpensive 3D modeling process  that can be effective 
in helping to visualize impacts from vegetation treatments (primarily in assessing potential  form, shape, and edge 
effects of treatment units).  This process will show you how to convert KML files from ArchMap, how to use 
Google Earth to create 3D viewpoints, and a Photoshop technique to scale Google Earth images. 

     

Step 1: Convert ArcMap layer to a Google .kml file in ArcMap.   

First: Open up ArcMap and add your project data including proposed roads and vegetation treatment units (I’m using 
GL_PA_units_Aug11_AR.shp and GL_PA_TempRoads_Final_01.shp as an example).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next: Adjust the Layer Properties (right click over your layer) and using categories/unique values color your vegetation 
units (depending on the project I will usually distinguish between all or portions of similar unit prescriptions 
i.e. regeneration harvests & thinning or between logging systems i.e. skyline and ground).  Repeat this process for your 
roads layer where you can distinguish between the types of roads. FYI-You can also adjust the colors later in Google 
Earth and in Photoshop.   
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Next: Click on the Arc ToolBox icon and then click on the Conversion Tool s from the drop down items, and then Click on 
the To KML.  A Layer To KML window will then open.   

 

 

Next: After your Layer To KML window is open, find your vegetation units layer that you would like to export in the first 
text field labeled Layer.  Then in the next text field Output File, find the location where you would like to save the new 
.kml file and then place a value of “1” in the last Layer Output Scale text field. Hit OK and repeat the process for your 
project roads file.  After you are done with that you should have two KML files ready for Google Earth. If you were not 
successful in creating a .kml file you could always ask a GIS gooroo to e-mail you your project vegetation treatments and 
roads as a KLM file.  
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Step 2: Viewing Google .kml file in Google Earth and creating viewpoint Google jpegs.   

First: Open up Google Earth (under Tools, Options… adjust to high resolution and make sure the Show terrain is on) and 
then click File, Open and add the vegetation units and roads KLM files. Notice the location of the files under Places folder 
on the left of the screen. Also notice the new files are located in the Temporary Places folder.  You will need to move the 
files from the Temporary Places to the Places by dragging and dropping or save them when you are prompted as you Exit 
Google Earth.  

 

  

Option: Notice that the color selections are the same for the units as they were in ArcMap. If needed, you can adjust the 
colors and border by expanding the file folders (on the left side of the screen) by right-clicking over individual unit and 
selecting Properties, and then Style/Color.   
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Next: Zoom in on any unit. You can adjust the transparency of the vegetation units by clicking on the transparency icon 
(located at the bottom of the Places to the left on the screen) and adjusting the sliding bar (make sure you have the 
units layer selected when you adjust the bar).     
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Next: Take a look at your units in 3D by using your mouse to pan while holding down the center scroll button to navigate 
in 3D.  Using your mouse and the Google Earth navigation tools (upper right corner of screen), identify your viewpoints 
and adjust your viewing position to approximately 5-feet above the ground looking toward the treatments.  (You may 
lock into the ground-level view mode… to exit this mode click the Exit ground-level view icon on the top right corner of 
the screen.)   Tip- You can also find your viewpoint location if you enter GPS coordinates in the Fly to menu.  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

You can use existing photographs you have taken in the field to help get the correct viewing angle. After you have 
identified the correct viewing angle, create at Google Earth viewpoint. Click on the Add Placemark icon and name your 
viewpoint.    Using your mouse and the Google Earth 
navigation tools you can zoom back out and that viewing 
angle is saved (don’t forget to move your Viewpoint from 
the Temporary Places folder). Repeat this for all of the 
viewpoint locations that you plan on creating an overlay 
model.    

Tip- Be consistent with any zooming when you take viewpoint 
photographs. Why zoom? Typical 50mm digital cameras may offer 
a wider (more distant) view than is representational relative to the 
size of smaller media formats (i.e. report  vs. posters).  
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Next: After you have created your viewpoint Placemark  then create a jpeg image 
in Google Earth by selecting File, Save, Save Image. Repeat this for all of the 
viewpoint locations that would benefit from a 3D model.  Some examples of 
viewpoint locations that would not benefit could include immediate foreground 
viewpoints on very flat terrain and/or that are screened heavily by vegetation. 

 

These Google Earth viewpoint images can be used to help identify potential visual impacts primarily by helping to 
determine potential contrast in edge, line, form and shape from sensitive views. Note: A portion of unit(s) will be 
screened by vegetation, which will reduce the see unit area in these Google images.  The wide-angle scale of the view 
from Google Earth should also be taken in to consideration if these images are used to discuss impacts (i.e. the Google 
Earth image appears very far away relative to the real life viewing distance).  However these raw Google Earth images 
are very useful in the preliminary phase (i.e. NIFMA, development of Proposed Actions) but also could be used to help 
accurately describe visual impacts within the context of missing vegetation screening. Whenever possible, existing 
photographs should be used in comparison of the Google Earth images.   
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Step 3: Using Photoshop to crop Google Earth viewpoint to compare against existing condition photo. 

First: Open up both viewpoint photograph and Google Earth viewpoint image in Photoshop. Select the approximate area 
relative to your viewpoint photograph and Copy (Familiarity with Photoshop software would be needed to complete this 
step).  

 

Next: Create a new layer and Paste your Google Earth image.  Then adjust the Opacity to between 30 to 60%.  
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Next: Edit the cropped Google Earth viewpoint image using the Free Transform command under Edit. Rotate, scale, 
stretch, and skew to adjust the image. Scale and align the skyline first and then use water edge, rock outcrops, existing 
vegetation treatments and terrain to scale the image properly. The closer the treatment is within the photo view the 
greater distortion relative to the Google Earth viewpoint image and in turn vertical stretching edits will need to occur 
(i.e.  Photos with treatments within ¼ mile will have a lot more distortion than treatments 4 miles away).  Note also that 
the skyline edge is true when there is exposed rock but will need to be adjusted below the horizon to compensate for 
the tree line height, which will need to be scaled accordingly (For example look at the tree line height difference in the 
background and foreground in the image below) .  This process is never exact but you should get the overlay very close.  

 

 

Finally: Crop both images to the same size. This is very useful for comparing potential impacts with existing conditions.  
The scale of both images is the same. Note that the vegetation screening would still need to be factored in when 
considering potential impacts.   
Byron Stringham - Bitterroot, Helena, Flathead National Forests Landscape Architect 
 March 2012 
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Option: Using Photoshop you can create a more accurate representation of the impacted areas by overlaying the Google 
Earth viewpoint image cropped to the unit areas. Additionally, the existing roads and temporary road are highlighted. 
Vegetation screening is also factored in and reduces the seen area of the units, which is scaled to the appropriate height.        

With additional editing, the units and roads can be 
highlighted and labeled to produce an image that helps 
convey potential impact. Note that the contrasting elements 
including form, shape, and edge effects of treatment units 
are defined within the image. However, the texture and color 
contrasting elements are not shown.  

A full simulation would need to be created to demonstrate all 
of these impacts.   
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 Option: If there is very high concern for vegetation treatments, visual simulation might be warrented.  These should 
be created by persons trained in software and with an adiquite understanding of vegetation treatment effects.  


